PRIVATE BANKING

Bloomberg
> IDEA GENERATION

**Equity**
EQS <GO> – Equity Screening
EQBT <GO> – Equity Backtesting
FTST <GO> – Factor Backtesting
SI <GO> – Short Interest
MYE <GO> – Broker Estimates Versus Consensus

**Fixed Income**
SRCH <GO> – Bond Screening
NIM <GO> – New Issue Monitor

**Funds**
FSRC <GO> – Fund Screening
HFA <GO> – Historical Fund Analysis

> MARKET OVERVIEW

**WEI <GO>** – Equity Markets
**WB <GO>** – World Bonds
**FXIP <GO>** – FX Portal
**VCA <GO>** – Volatility Across Asset Classes
**BCAL <GO>** – Top Global Events Calendar

> MACRO/ECONOMIC INFO

**ECFC <GO>** – Economic Forecast
**WIRP <GO>** – World Implied Rate Probability
**CPFC  <GO>** – Commodity Price Forecast
**BYFC <GO>** – Bond Yield Forecasts
**ECWB <GO>** – Economic Workbench
**ECST <GO>** – Economic Statistics
**ECO <GO>** – Economic Calender
**CENB <GO>** – Central Bank Finder
> SINGLE SECURITY ANALYSIS

HRA <GO> – Historical Return Analysis
YAS <GO> – Yield Analysis
FA <GO> – Fundamental Analysis
EM <GO> – Earning Trends
EVT <GO> – Company Events Calendar
DVD <GO> – Company Dividends
ALLQ <GO> – FX and Bond Quotes
Valuation Page

> DERIVATIVES

OV <GO> – Option Valuation
Structured Notes
OVML <GO> – FX Option Valuation
SWPM <GO> – Swap Manager
GV <GO> – Equity Graph Volatility
HVG <GO> – Hist. Graph Volatility
CT <GO> – Futures Contract Table
OMON <GO> – Options Monitor
BDRV <GO> – Derivatives Homepage
OVSN <GO> – Equity Structured Notes
Valuation Page

> COMPARATIVE ANALYTICS

Equity
RV <GO> – Comparable Stock Analysis
EQRV <GO> – Equity Relative Valuation
GS <GO> – Custom Scatter Chart
HS <GO> – Historical Spread Analysis

Fixed Income
COMB <GO> – Comparable Bond Analysis
FIW <GO> – Fixed Income Watch List
FIRV <GO> – Fixed Income Relative Value
> PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS
PORT <GO> – Portfolio Management
MARS <GO> – Multi-Asset Risk Management
FSTA <GO> – Fund Style Analysis
FREP <GO> – Fund Reports
PRTU/BBU <GO> – Portfolio Upload and Maintenance

> NEWS AND RESEARCH
Research
BI <GO> – Industry Analysis
BRC <GO> – Third Party Research on a Company
RES <GO> – Research Portal

News
FIRST <GO> – Market Insight News
TOP <GO> – Top News Globally
STNI <GO> – Suggested News Filters

> PROSPECTING
BIO <GO> – People Profiles
PSCR <GO> – Private Company Screening
MA <GO> – M&A Search. Find target and seller companies, in private equity.
PEOP <GO> – People Search
RICH <GO> – Top 100 Billionaires
MGMT <GO> – Management Profiles
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